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Purpose: Develop a technique to fabricate a 3D anthropomorphic breast phantom with known
ground truth for image quality assessment of 2D and 3D breast x-ray imaging systems.
Methods: The phantom design is based on an existing computer model that can generate breast
voxel phantoms of varying composition, size, and shape. The physical phantom is produced in two
steps. First, the portion of the voxel phantom consisting of the glandular tissue, skin, and Cooper’s
ligaments is separated into sections. These sections are then fabricated by high-resolution rapid
prototyping using a single material with 50% glandular equivalence. The remaining adipose com-
partments are then filled using an epoxy-based resin �EBR� with 100% adipose equivalence. The
phantom sections are stacked to form the physical anthropomorphic phantom.
Results: The authors fabricated a prototype phantom corresponding to a 450 ml breast with 45%
dense tissue, deformed to a 5 cm compressed thickness. Both the rapid prototype �RP� and EBR
phantom materials are radiographically uniform. The coefficient of variation �CoV� of the relative
attenuation between RP and EBR phantom samples was �1% and the CoV of the signal intensity
within RP and EBR phantom samples was �1.5% on average. Digital mammography and recon-
structed digital breast tomosynthesis images of the authors’ phantom were reviewed by two radi-
ologists; they reported that the images are similar in appearance to clinical images, noting there are
still artifacts from air bubbles in the EBR.
Conclusions: The authors have developed a technique to produce 3D anthropomorphic breast
phantoms with known ground truth, yielding highly realistic x-ray images. Such phantoms may
serve both qualitative and quantitative performance assessments for 2D and 3D breast x-ray imag-
ing systems. © 2011 American Association of Physicists in Medicine. �DOI: 10.1118/1.3533896�
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I. INTRODUCTION

Physical phantoms are essential tools to assess and optimize
image quality in breast x-ray imaging systems. Typical phan-
toms consist of a homogenous material in which appropriate
test objects are embedded. Such geometric phantoms are
used to evaluate high-contrast and low-contrast object detect-
ability, subject contrast, phototimer performance, linearity of
the detector response, spatial resolution, and noise response.
However, more realistic imaging tasks require an anthropo-
morphic breast phantom, i.e., a tissue equivalent phantom
providing x-ray images similar to those of a real breast.

The only commercially available anthropomorphic breast
phantom is the “Rachel” phantom �Gammex 169, Gammex
Inc., Middleton, WI�,1 which has gained wide acceptance for
the evaluation of 2D mammography systems. This phantom
consists of a breast tissue equivalent base aligned over a
mercury intensified film image. The base simulates the
coarse tissue structures, while the film image simulates fine
tissue details. A radiographic projection through the phantom

resembles a mammogram, provided the acquisition geometry
is consistent with the geometry for which the phantom was
designed.1 The application of the Rachel phantom is limited
to the evaluation of 2D projection imaging systems1,2 be-
cause this phantom does not simulate the 3D anatomy of the
breast.

With the introduction of novel 3D breast x-ray imaging
systems, including digital breast tomosynthesis �DBT� and
breast computed tomography, there is an increasing need for
a high-resolution, 3D anthropomorphic breast phantom with
known ground truth. Such a phantom would permit a con-
trolled evaluation of various tomographic reconstruction
techniques for a wide range of image quality parameters in-
cluding noise, contrast, reconstruction artifacts, and geomet-
ric distortions, as well as the optimization of image acquisi-
tion parameters �e.g., the number and spacing of projection
images and angular range�. A 3D anthropomorphic breast
phantom could also be used to evaluate and compare the
performance across 2D and 3D x-ray imaging modalities.
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The purpose of our study was to develop a technique to
fabricate a 3D physical anthropomorphic breast phantom.
The phantom design, material selection, and fabrication pro-
cess are described. Digital mammography �DM� and recon-
structed DBT images of the phantom are presented.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

II.A. General phantom design

The phantom design is based on an existing computer
model that can generate breast voxel phantoms of varying
composition, size, and shape3–6 �Fig. 1�. Briefly, the voxel
phantom consists of two large scale regions. The inner region
is composed of fibroglandular tissue, in which medium scale
compartments of adipose tissue are embedded. The outer re-
gion is composed of adipose tissue organized into medium
scale compartments supported by a matrix representing the
Cooper’s ligaments. The phantom is covered by a layer of
skin. The deformation of the breast during mammography or
digital breast tomosynthesis is simulated using a finite ele-
ment tissue model.7

Prior to phantom fabrication, the four tissue types in the
voxel phantom are divided into two classes determined by
the fabrication technique and phantom materials. The first
class consists of fibroglandular tissue, skin, and Cooper’s
ligaments; these tissues are fabricated by rapid prototyping
using a single tissue equivalent material. The second class
consists of adipose tissue which is fabricated using an epoxy-
based resin �EBR� that is manually cast in the compartments
of the rapid prototype �RP� product.

The following preprocessing steps are performed. First,
morphological dilation with a spherical structural element of
radius equal to 3 voxels is applied to the voxel phantom
composed of fibroglandular tissue, skin, and Cooper’s liga-
ments to ensure that the Cooper’s ligaments are continuous
and provide structural stability. Next, the voxel phantom is
separated into sections to expose the adipose tissue compart-
ments in the RP product so they can later be filled with EBR.
The voxel phantom composed of fibroglandular tissue, skin,
and Cooper’s ligaments is then converted to a stereolithog-
raphy �STL� data format required for rapid prototyping. We
performed the tissue labeling, section slicing, surface model-
ing, and STL conversion using MIMICS software �Materialise
NV, Leuven, Belgium�.

II.B. Phantom materials

FC-720 �Objet Geometries Ltd., Rehovot, Israel�, an
acrylic-based photopolymer, is used to create the fibroglan-
dular tissue, skin, and Cooper’s ligaments. FC-720 was se-
lected because of its durability, strength, and radiographic
properties. FC-720 was the most radiographically dense of
the four commercially available RP materials we compiled; it
is equivalent to 50% glandular tissue. The three other inves-
tigated materials are FC-830, FC-840, and FC-850 �Objet
Geometries Ltd., Rehovot, Israel�.

An EBR with 100% adipose equivalency was developed
to create the adipose tissue. The EBR is composed of 74%
Araldite CY221 resin �Huntsman, Everberg, Belgium�, 13%
HY956 Eu hardener �Huntsman, Everberg, Belgium�, and
12% phenolic microspheres �Chance and Hunt Limited,
Cheshire, U.K.�, by mass. We fabricated the EBR using a
method similar to that described previously.8

The glandular equivalency and radiographic uniformity of
the phantom materials were experimentally assessed from
signal intensity �SI� measurements in images acquired with a
Selenia Dimensions DBT machine �Hologic Inc., Bedford,
MA�. These characteristics were assessed using 1 cm thick
RP and EBR phantom samples and 1 cm thick tissue equiva-
lent samples with known glandularity �CIRS, Norfolk, VA�.
The samples were imaged using a W/Rh target/filter x-ray
beam at tube voltages from 22 to 32 kV. SI measurements
were performed in linear projection images after flat-field
and offset corrections were applied by the manufacturer.

The glandular equivalency of the phantom materials was
measured in terms of the primary attenuation of the phantom
materials relative to tissue equivalent materials with known
glandularity. The relative attenuation R was computed as

R�E� =
SIp�E� − SIg�E�

SIg�E�
� 100%,

where SIp�E� and SIg�E� are the means in the per-pixel signal
intensity at tube voltage E in images of the RP or EBR phan-
tom sample p and in images of the breast tissue equivalent
material g with known glandularity. The tissue equivalent
materials had glandularities ranging from 0% to 100%
�CIRS, Norfolk, VA�. Samples of phantom material and of
tissue equivalent material with known glandularity were im-

FIG. 1. Orthogonal slices through the breast voxel phantom used as 307 the
design of our prototype physical phantom. The sections were made after
simulating the breast compression. �a� Axial, �b� coronal, and �c� sagittal
phantom slices were made after simulating the breast compression.
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aged simultaneously to eliminate confounding variations in
SI due to temporal changes in tube output and detector sen-
sitivity. In preliminary experiments, we found that detector
sensitivity varies slightly as a function of position. Therefore,
a set of extra exposures was made without samples in the
beam to provide a reference signal from which the actual
measurements were corrected. The mean SI difference be-
tween two test regions served to correct the measurements
for spatial sensitivity variations. A narrow beam geometry
was used to limit the influence of scattered radiation. A 1.8
mm thick Pb plate, resulting in a primary transmission less
than 10−4% for a 28 kV W/Rh target/filter x-ray beam, was
placed approximately 1.5 cm below the exit port of the x-ray
tube. The Pb plate contained two circular apertures that de-
fined the test regions. The projected test regions were 3 cm in
diameter at the detector; they were located symmetrically
about the midline of the detector 7 cm apart and 5 cm from
the chest wall. The mean SI was computed in 1 cm diameter
circular regions centered in the test regions.

The radiographic uniformity was assessed both between
and within phantom samples. To characterize the radio-
graphic uniformity between phantom samples, the attenua-
tion of ten RP or ten EBR phantom samples p was measured
relative to the attenuation of a reference material r. The ref-
erence material was simultaneously imaged with each of the
phantom samples using an experimental setup similar to that
described for the assessment of the glandular equivalency.
The relative attenuation was measured as SIp�E� /SIr�E�
� �SIr�E��, where �SIr�E�� represents the average attenuation
of the reference material over ten exposures and accounts for
the variations in x-ray intensities between exposures. The
coefficient of variation �CoV� �the ratio of the standard de-
viation to the mean� of the relative attenuation was computed
as a measure for the radiographic uniformity between phan-
tom samples. The CoV of the per-pixel SI for each phantom
sample was computed as a measure for the radiographic uni-
formity within each phantom sample. The radiographic uni-
formity of the RP and EBR phantom materials was compared

to the radiographic uniformity of commercial 100% adipose
tissue equivalent samples. The mean and standard deviation
in SI were computed in 1 cm diameter circular regions cen-
tered in the FOV of the x-ray fields.

II.C. Phantom fabrication

The sections of fibroglandular tissue, Cooper’s ligaments,
and skin were fabricated using rapid prototyping, a technol-
ogy that creates 3D objects by fabricating successive layers
of material. We used a polyjet Eden 500V printer �Objet,
Rehovot, Israel� to deposit liquid FC-720 photopolymer,
layer by layer, according to the model of the fibroglandular
tissue region, the matrix of Cooper’s ligaments, and skin
layer. An auxiliary material is deposited in the adipose tissue
compartments to support overhanging layers of the model.
This support material is removed by a high pressure water
stream after the photopolymer is cured. The sections are
printed using a voxel resolution of 60 �m. Residual support
material was manually removed with a scalpel and a hard
acid brush.

Next, a thin primer, consisting of a mixture of Araldite
CY221 resin and HY 956 Eu hardener �5 to 1 mass ratio�,
was applied to the surface of the adipose tissue compart-
ments. Then, the adipose tissue compartments were filled
with EBR. The EBR was poured in �1 mm thick layers to
allow air bubbles to escape from the highly viscous EBR.
Each layer was left to cure before the next was applied.
Periodically throughout this process, radiographs of the
phantom sections were acquired to localize remaining air
bubbles; the largest bubbles ��0.5 mm in diameter� were
broken with a needle before the next layer was poured.

Finally, the phantom sections were sanded using P180 grit
sandpaper to remove excess EBR. The phantom sections
were then stacked together.

FIG. 2. R of �a� RP and �b� EBR phantom materials as a function of kV. When R=0 �indicated by the black line�, the phantom materials have the same
glandular equivalence as the tissue equivalent materials with known glandular equivalence.
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III. RESULTS

III.A. Phantom materials

Figures 2�a� and 2�b� show the glandular equivalency
�i.e., relative attenuation� as a function of kV for the RP and

EBR phantom materials, respectively. These figures show
that the RP and the EBR phantom materials are 50% and 0%
glandular equivalent �100% adipose equivalent�, respec-
tively.

The CoV of the relative attenuation of the various phan-
tom samples was 0.3% and 0.8% for the ten RP and the ten
EBR samples, respectively. By comparison, the CoV of the
relative attenuation of the commercial 100% adipose tissue
equivalent material was 0.1%.

The CoV of the per-pixel SI was 1.10% on average
�range: 1.07%–1.14%� for the ten RP samples and 1.30% on
average �range: 0.9%–1.37%� for the ten EBR phantom
samples. By comparison, the CoV of the per-pixel SI was
1.09% on average �range: 1.07%–1.11%� for the ten 100%
adipose tissue equivalent samples.

III.B. Prototype phantom

We have fabricated one prototype anthropomorphic breast
phantom for image quality assessment in DBT and mam-
mography. The voxel phantom used to construct this proto-
type phantom has a volume of 450 ml and corresponds to a B
cup breast size �Fig. 1�. The phantom was deformed to a 5
cm compressed thickness. The voxel phantom was created
with 200 �m3 spatial resolution. Radiographically dense tis-
sue is defined as the fraction of the fibroglandular tissue and
Cooper’s ligaments to the total breast tissue. After dilation of
the Cooper’s ligaments, the voxel phantom is composed of
45% and 47% radiographically dense tissue, by volume and
by mass, respectively.

FIG. 3. �a� Tomographic slice of the voxel phantom composed of fibroglan-
dular tissue, skin, and Cooper’s ligament, corresponding to the slice of the
voxel phantom shown in Fig. 1. �b� A 1 cm thick section of the voxel
phantom ready for rapid prototyping.

FIG. 4. �a� Phantom sections of the fibroglandular tissue, skin, and Cooper’s ligaments fabricated using RP in single tissue equivalent materials. �b� Phantom
sections after filling the RP printouts with the EBR.
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The voxel phantom was constructed in six sections; the
two outer sections are 0.5 cm thick and the remaining four
inner sections are 1 cm thick. These section thicknesses, the
adipose tissue compartments of the RP product were exposed
so that they could be filled with the EBR. Figure 3�a� shows
a tomographic slice of the voxel phantom composed of fib-
roglandular tissue, Cooper’s ligaments, and skin. Figure 3�b�
shows a 1 cm thick section of the voxel phantom composed
of fibroglandular tissue, Cooper’s ligaments, and skin, given
as input to the RP printer.

Figure 4�a� shows the six FC-720 RP sections represent-
ing the fibroglandular tissue, Cooper’s ligaments, and skin.
Figure 4�b� shows the completed phantom with the RP sec-
tions filled with EBR. The phantom fabrication was com-
pleted by aligning and stacking the six sections.

To evaluate the prototype phantom, it was imaged with
the same DBT system used for the characterization of the
phantom materials. Figure 5�a� shows a DM image of our
phantom. This image was acquired using the “autofilter” au-
tomatic exposure control �AEC� setting �W/Rh target/filter,
30 kV, 104 mA s�. Figure 5�b� shows a reconstructed DBT
image of the phantom. The DBT projection images were ac-
quired using the autofilter AEC setting �W/Rh target/filter, 32
kV, 52 mA s�. The DBT projection series consisted of 15
images acquired in 1° increments over a 15° arc. The DBT
projection image series was reconstructed using a filtered-
backprojection algorithm provided by the manufacturer. The
images were reconstructed in planes parallel to the detector,
in 1 mm increments, with an in-plane voxel pitch of

140 �m. The DM and DBT images were written as DICOM
objects to a Hologic research workstation �SecurView DX,
Hologic, Bedford, MA� used for both DM and DBT. The
images were assessed by two MQSA certified radiologists.
The DBT images were viewed in stack mode. The two radi-
ologists reported that the DM and DBT images simulate a
dense fibroglandular pattern that appears qualitatively similar
to that of clinical images and that the grayscale range of
adipose and fibroglandular elements approximates the pat-
tern seen in a heterogeneously dense breast, noting there are
still artifacts from air bubbles in the EBR as indicated by the
arrows on Figs. 5�a� and 5�b�.

IV. DISCUSSION

To assess the performance of novel 3D breast x-ray imag-
ing systems, there is an increasing need for a physical phan-
tom simulating 3D anatomy of the breast with high anatomi-
cal detail. DBT and mammography images of the prototype
3D anthropomorphic phantom described here have a qualita-
tively similar appearance to clinical images. With known
ground truth in the form of a companion voxel phantom, we
believe this phantom makes an excellent tool for both quali-
tative and quantitative assessment of the image quality
across various DBT and mammography systems.

The spatial resolution of the voxel phantom �200 �m3

voxels� used as the design for our prototype physical phan-
tom is approximately 3.3 times larger than the RP print res-
olution �60 �m3�; the latter corresponds to the limiting spa-
tial resolution of breast x-ray imaging detectors. Due to
memory limitations of our current software, we were not
able to simulate higher resolution voxel phantoms. Work is
underway to optimize the software architecture so that we
can simulate higher resolution phantoms.

The prototype phantom is not an exact replica of the com-
panion voxel phantom. First, the EBR has some residual air
bubbles that are visible on the radiographs. The air bubbles
can be attributed to the high viscosity of the EBR and the
fact that the resin could not be cast while under vacuum.
Second, manual cleaning of the support material and sanding
of the phantom sections may have resulted in slight differ-
ences from the numerical voxel phantom.

The current fabrication method is time-consuming. A
more accurate and efficient manufacturing technique is
clearly required. In case the fabrication technique described
above would be used to fabricate future phantoms, additional
steps will have to be taken to remove bubbles. The most
obvious option would be to fabricate the complete phantom
in a single process using RP technology. This would require
that multiple materials of different composition simulating
the various tissue types become readily available.

Today, phantoms with a radiographic density equivalent
to 50% glandular tissue are employed in quality assurance
programs and for optimization and dosimetry of mammogra-
phy systems. However, in the future, physical phantoms with
a lower radiographic density might be preferable because
they better resemble the average breast density of women in
the screening population. For instance, Young et al.9 have

FIG. 5. �a� DM and �b� reconstructed DBT images of our prototype 3D
physical anthropomorphic breast phantom. DM and DBT projection images
were acquired with the autofilter AEC technique used for patient imaging.
Note the occurrence of air bubbles in the epoxy, seen as radiolucent spheres
�arrow�.
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shown that the average volume percentage of dense tissue
corresponds to 35% for a 5 cm thick compressed breast for
women between 49 to 60 yr. Similar densities were reported
by Geise et al.10 In a recent publication of Yaffe et al.,11 the
average breast density of a screening population was found
to be as low as 19.3%. The density of our edited voxel phan-
tom is 45% in volume. However, since the radiographic den-
sity of our RP material is equivalent to 50% glandular tissue,
the radiographic equivalence of our physical phantom is
smaller than the 45% glandular tissue equivalent. Thus, our
phantom resembles more realistically the average breast den-
sity. We continue to search for a more attenuating material so
that the radiographic density of future phantoms would
match the actual density of the corresponding voxel phan-
tom.

The next phantom should include an interlocking system
to ensure proper alignment of the stacked sections. The phan-
tom could also be provided with one or more extra sections,
modified to include simulated microcalcifications, fibers,
masses, or hollow tumors accessible externally through
tubes.12

In summary, we have developed a technique to fabricate a
3D anthropomorphic breast phantom. The phantom could be
of use to test the performance of 2D and 3D breast x-ray
imaging systems. A unique feature of the physical phantom
is that it has a computational “twin.” This combined system
of physical and computational phantoms allows for both
qualitative and quantitative image quality assessment.
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